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Executive Summary
While the large and growing number of Chinese artificial
intelligence publications is well known, the quality of this research
is debated. Some observers claim that China is capable of
producing a high quantity of AI publications, but lags in original
ideas and impactful research. 1 Even Chinese researchers
occasionally criticize their country’s academic system for its lack of
innovation in AI.2 In recent years, however, quantitative analyses
have found that Chinese AI publications are increasingly
influential.3
AI is an economically and strategically important emerging
technology, and the Chinese government has promoted domestic
AI progress for years. Chinese and U.S. strengths in AI
development will have ramifications for the two countries’ relative
capabilities in areas ranging from science and medicine to
battlefield applications. Further, Chinese researchers’ ability to
produce impactful AI advances reflects on the more general
question of whether Beijing can foster impactful innovation—a
capability sometimes called into question by U.S. and European
observers.4
This brief provides a data-driven comparison of U.S. and Chinese
AI research, examining both publications that are highly cited and
those published in top AI conferences.5
We find that:
● Chinese researchers’ output of highly cited AI
publications is increasingly competitive with the work of
their U.S. counterparts. Over the past decade, Chinese
researchers have published a growing share of the world’s
top-5-percent AI publications, rising from half of U.S. output
in 2010 to parity in 2019.
● Top Chinese publications are often cited outside of China,
although China still lags behind the United States in
international citations. Highly cited Chinese publications
receive 35 percent of their citations from non-Chinese
sources, and their citation count from international sources
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has steadily increased over time. However, U.S. publications
maintain a lead over Chinese ones in international citations,
reflecting the United States’ closer ties to other leading AI
producers.
● China contributes an increasing share of publications at
13 top AI conferences, while the U.S. share of
publications at these conferences is stagnant. Between
2010 and 2019, China’s share of these publications grew
from 13 percent to 31 percent, while the U.S. share fell from
55 percent to 51 percent.
● A notable share of both U.S. and Chinese researchers’
high-impact AI publications were U.S.-Chinese
collaborations. For example, such collaborations accounted
for 24 percent of both countries’ highly cited AI publications
in 2019.
● Some research clusters in CSET’s Map of Science contain
far more top AI publications than others. These clusters'
topics reflect some areas of interest for Chinese and U.S.
researchers.
○ Clusters with a disproportionate share of China’s
highly cited and top-venue publications include
publications on general-purpose computer vision
research, as well as applications of AI to surveillance
and industry.
○ Clusters with a disproportionate share of the United
States’ highly cited and top-venue publications cover
algorithmic innovations in deep learning, such as
transformers and deep reinforcement learning, as
well as AI ethics and safety research.
● The United States and China combined publish about 65
percent of highly cited AI research. U.S. allies, particularly
the European Union and the Five Eyes countries, also make
significant contributions to AI research. 6
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Methodology
Identifying AI Publications in the CSET Merged Corpus of
Scholarly Literature
In this brief, we investigate the scale of high-quality Chinese and
U.S. academic research using CSET’s Map of Science, an
automated grouping of publications derived from CSET’s research
clusters and merged corpus of scholarly literature.7 This corpus
incorporates more than 200 million publications from six academic
datasets. Three of these are major scientific literature databases
commonly used in U.S. bibliometric analyses: Clarivate's Web of
Science (WOS), Digital Science's Dimensions (DS), Microsoft
Academic Graph (MAG). We also include the China National
Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), a large database of Chineselanguage literature. Finally, we incorporate publications from two
open-source datasets: preprints from ArXiv and machine learning
papers from Papers With Code.
The Map of Science groups documents in the CSET merged corpus
into approximately 120,000 research clusters of several hundred
to several thousand publications. A research cluster consists of a
group of publications that cite each other more than they cite
publications outside the cluster. Since clusters are defined by
citation links rather than by topic, they are not guaranteed to
contain publications with a common topic. In our experience,
publications in a cluster often share a fairly well-defined research
area, such as facial recognition. However, a single research area is
often covered by multiple clusters.
Our analysis focuses on publications that appear in research
clusters that contain a significant share of AI-relevant work; we
refer to publications in these AI research clusters as “AI
publications.” Compared to selecting publications based solely on
predicted AI-relevance at paper level, this method allows us to
capture more publications that apply artificial intelligence methods
to other areas, such as drone piloting. However, our method
excludes publications on AI that appear in clusters with a lower AI
share. Our results may also include false positives, such as
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publications that directly focus on drone piloting without reference
to artificial intelligence. In general, publications in these clusters
may represent progress in an AI field, the application of AI to a
separate domain such as drone piloting, or progress in these AI
application domains. We use the same filters as in previouslypublished work by CSET authors,8 and identify 1,897 research
clusters that meet the following criteria:
● For at least 50 percent of publications, we can predict their
AI relevance, either from a SciBERT classifier trained on
ArXiv data or from a Chinese-language keyword search.9
● Of those publications with an AI prediction, we predict at
least 50 percent are AI publications.
● The cluster’s publications as a whole have an average
publication age of no more than 20 years. This filters out
clusters with a large number of older documents, which are
unlikely to be relevant for modern AI progress.
Identifying High-Impact Publications
While the 1,897 research clusters we identified as AI-relevant
include more than 1.6 million AI publications, we are particularly
interested in the high-impact publications from these clusters.
Many definitions of “elite” or high-impact research have been used
in the literature. This brief primarily focus on highly cited research,
following the common bibliometric practice of using a publication’s
citation rank within a reference group as a proxy measure of
impact. We group publications by research field (e.g., computer
science, mathematics) to adjust for differing citation practices
across fields, and further group them by the year of publication to
account for the fact that older publications have had more time to
accumulate citations.10 We then rank papers by citation count for
each publication year, taking their rank within these field-year
groups as a measure of paper impact or quality. 11 For the purposes
of this brief, we focus on research at the 95th citation percentile
and above as “highly cited research.” These publications received
more citations than 95 percent of papers in the same field of study
that were published in the same year. We identified 170,000
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highly cited publications in our AI research clusters published
between 2005 and 2019. Almost half (79,000 in total) were
published between 2015 and 2019, reflecting the rapid growth of
AI as a research field.12
Associating Papers with Countries
We use the metadata from our source datasets to associate
publications with their authors’ affiliated organizations at time of
publication, and to associate those organizations to the country in
which they are located. We restrict our analysis to publications
with at least one country associated with them in the CSET
merged corpus.13 This brief counts all publications with at least
one U.S. author organization as U.S. publications, and all
publications with at least one Chinese author organization as
Chinese publications. These designations are, therefore,
nonexclusive.

Findings
Comparing Highly Cited Research in AI Over Time
China’s Publication of Highly Cited AI Research Is Growing to Rival
The United States
The results presented in Figure 1 challenge the common
perception that China is capable of publishing research in high
quantity but not high quality. Not only has China’s quantity of AI
research grown with respect to the United States since 2010, its
publication of high-quality research has steadily increased, nearly
rivaling U.S. numbers as of 2019.
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Figure 1. China has long exceeded the United States in total AI
publications, and its share of more highly cited AI publications has
steadily grown.14

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated November 2, 2021.
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In 2005, China trailed the United States in highly cited AI research,
but had already surpassed it in overall AI output. By 2013, China
had reached parity with the United States in top-quartile research,
but the United States still exceeded China’s 95th-percentile AI
output, with 3,600 highly cited publications to China’s 2,300. Over
the following years, however, China steadily closed the gap in
highly cited research. By 2019, the two countries were at parity:
8,000 highly cited AI publications that year had U.S.-affiliated
authors, while 7,900 had Chinese-affiliated authors. These totals
correspond to 39 percent and 38 percent of the 20,800 highly
cited AI publications published that year, respectively.
Chinese AI Papers Are Cited Internationally
The data indicates that Chinese publications receive a consistent
share of their citations from international publications, and that the
number of citations they receive from non-Chinese sources is
growing rapidly over time.
From 2015 to 2019, 35 percent of citations for Chinese AI
publications, and 38 percent of citations for highly cited Chinese AI
publications, came from non-Chinese publications. Both figures
were stable over that time period.
If the rise in highly cited Chinese AI publications were due to a
scaling-up of citations from Chinese researchers, unaccompanied
by a rise in research quality, we would expect that the share of
citations they accrued from international sources would drop over
time, but this is not what we observe. The share of international
citations received by Chinese publications is, however, notably
lower than for U.S. publications, which received approximately 58
percent of their citations from non-U.S. publications in 2019.
To more directly compare the citations received by publications
from the United States and China, we consider citations from a
fixed pool of publications: international publications with neither
U.S. nor Chinese involvement. We find that, in their first year after
being published, new Chinese publications receive fewer citations
than new U.S. publications from international publications.
However, the number of international citations received by new AI
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publications in both countries is rapidly growing, especially for the
most highly cited papers.
Figure 2. International citations of Chinese and U.S. AI publications are
growing rapidly over time.

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.

There are multiple factors that might cause Chinese publications to
receive a smaller share of citations from international sources than
U.S. publications, besides a difference in quality. China’s AI
research output is the largest in the world, and a combination of
researcher and funder interests may lead to a large share of this
research being focused on areas of AI that are of less interest to
foreign researchers. U.S. publications are also more likely to be
international collaborations, and we might expect U.S. authors to
generally be more well-connected with their colleagues in other
productive AI nations, which tend to be U.S. allies. Language
barriers and differences in terminology may also prevent foreign
researchers from finding or appreciating relevant Chinese
publications.15 As one might expect, collaborations between
Chinese and non-Chinese authors are more likely to interest
researchers outside of China. Such collaborations receive 43
percent of their citations from non-Chinese publications, while
papers with only Chinese authors receive just 30 percent of their
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citations from non-Chinese publications.16 This discrepancy could
be due to any number of the factors we have suggested; these
papers may be higher quality, may cover topics of greater interest
to non-Chinese researchers, or may simply rise to their attention
more easily through academic networks.
Overall, these citation patterns indicate that Chinese AI
publications receive significant and growing interest from
international sources. However, Chinese publications, even highly
cited ones, receive a notably smaller rate of international citations
than U.S. publications. Our quantitative analysis does not allow us
to distinguish between the multiple plausible causes of this gap,
but it is likely due in part to the United States’ greater degree of
integration into the international research community.
Publications in Top Venues
We find that Chinese research also accounts for a growing share
of publications in highly regarded AI venues. CSrankings.org, a
practitioner-created ranking of academic institutions by their
publications in top computer science venues, lists 13 top
conferences for artificial intelligence publications.17 We identified
46,000 publications in our AI research clusters that were
published in these conferences between 2015 and 2019. These
top-venue publications are far more likely to be highly cited than
the average AI publication: almost half (47 percent) were highly
cited, compared to 13 percent of all publications in AI clusters.
Highly cited publications in top venues make up a small but
noteworthy share (20 percent) of all highly cited publications. (See
Appendix B for more details.)
We find that both Chinese and U.S. publication counts in these
venues have increased rapidly in recent years. While the United
States still publishes significantly more articles in these venues
than China in absolute terms, the ratio between the two countries
has shrunk: China published 60 percent as many publications in
these venues as the United States in 2019, compared to 32
percent in 2015 and 10 percent in 2005. China’s share of world
output in these venues is also growing, while the United States’
share is stagnant; in 2019, 31 percent of publications in these
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venues had at least one Chinese author, compared to 13 percent in
2010 and just 6 percent in 2005.
Figure 3. An increasing share of publications in the top 13 AI
conferences have Chinese authors, while the U.S. share of these
publications is stagnant.

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.

Similarly, CSRankings’ lists of the world’s top ten AI institutions
has a significant and growing Chinese presence. The list of top AI
institutions from 2011 to 2015 includes three institutions from
China and six from the United States;18 the list of top AI
institutions from 2016 to 2020 includes four institutions from
China and five from the United States.19 These results indicate that
a growing tranche of Chinese research attracts significant interest
from the international research community.
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Collaborations Between U.S. and Chinese Researchers
Collaborations between U.S. and Chinese researchers contribute a
small but notable portion of both countries’ AI publications. As we
consider higher-impact subsets of research, these collaborations
account for an increasing share of Chinese AI contributions.
Table 1. Collaborations between Chinese and U.S. researchers make up a
notable share of both countries’ high-impact AI publications.

In 2019, only 10 percent of Chinese AI publications were
collaborations with U.S. researchers, but these collaborations were
more highly cited than other Chinese research, accounting for 24
percent of highly cited Chinese publications. This trend continues
for smaller subsets of high-impact publications: U.S.-Chinese
collaborations made up 30 percent of 99th-percentile Chinese
publications and 36 percent of Chinese publications in top AI
research venues. As noted above, these publications are not
necessarily higher-quality than Chinese-only publications; they
may also receive greater international recognition because they are
more accessible to non-Chinese researchers.
U.S.-Chinese collaborations also accounted for a moderate portion
of the United States’ AI publications. Nineteen percent of U.S. AI
publications from 2019 were U.S.-Chinese collaborations; the
fraction rises to 22 percent for top-venue U.S. publications and 24
percent for highly cited U.S. publications.
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Comparing Top AI Research Clusters
We explore research clusters in CSET’s Map of Science that
contain a high number of these highly cited and top-venue AI
publications. Since these clusters are defined by citation links, they
are not guaranteed to have a single topic. However, documents in
a cluster often do share a fairly well-defined research area or
problem, such as a particular machine learning algorithm and its
common application areas.
Below, we present a small number of clusters with an unusually
high share of highly cited or top-venue AI papers, offering an
illustration of some of the research we chart in the previous
section. Half of the 1,897 AI clusters in the Map of Science contain
fewer than 10 highly cited publications, and three-quarters of
these clusters contain fewer than 10 top-venue papers. By
contrast, clusters with a large number of such papers are relatively
rare: only 36 (2 percent) of AI clusters contained more than 300
highly cited papers, and only 90 (5 percent) contained at least 100
top-venue papers.20 The 16 unique clusters we describe in this
section all meet one or both of these criteria.
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Top Research Clusters for Highly Cited and Top-Venue Chinese
Publications
Table 2A presents the AI research clusters with the highest
amount of highly cited Chinese AI publications from 2015-2019.
Table 2B presents the clusters with the largest number of Chinese
publications in top AI venues, filtered for clusters where China
published more top-venue publications than the United States
over this period.21
Table 2A. AI research clusters with the highest amount of highly cited Chinese AI
research, 2015-2019.
Number of
Chinese highly
cited papers,
2015-2019

Number of
U.S. highly
cited AI
papers,
2015-2019

All highly
cited papers
as a share
of the
cluster

Cluster ID

Description of cluster topic

5806

AI, international regulation, and
legal liability

578

14

23%

3568

Using deep convolutional networks
for fault diagnosis in industrial
machinery

410

53

34%

187

Fuzzy logic methods for decisionmaking under uncertainty

355

29

27%

214

Object detection and image
classification

323

160

13%

148

Recommender systems for ecommerce and streaming sites

319

240

21%

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.
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Table 2B. AI research clusters with the highest amount of top-venue Chinese AI
research, 2015-2019.
Number of
Chinese topvenue
papers,
2015-2019

Number of
U.S. topvenue
papers,
2015-2019

All top-venue
publications as
a share of the
cluster

Cluster ID

Description of cluster topic

148

Recommender systems for ecommerce and streaming sites

229

190

14%

1436

Person re-identification: identifying
multiple instances of the same
individual in video feeds

191

98

16%

1989

Using deep learning to analyze
graphs, a research area with
applications in many areas
including recommender systems
and knowledge representation

172

168

26%

2891

Deep hashing, a method for
organizing databases to support
fast retrieval of files (especially
image files)

153

109

16%

183

"Visual tracking": tracking objects in
video feeds

118

69

6%

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.

This list presents a small snapshot of overall AI research, but it
represents a view into some topics that are commonly addressed
by highly cited and top-venue Chinese AI publications. 22
We find that clusters with unusually high amounts of top Chinese
publications cover many areas of computer vision. These areas
include the surveillance-relevant task of person re-identification, or
re-identifying the same person across multiple video feeds.23
However, China also publishes work on many general-purpose
computer vision tasks, where progress can improve the capabilities
of both civilian and security-relevant applications. These tasks—
including object detection and visual tracking—make up a large
share of computer vision research. 24
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Other top Chinese clusters focus on the practical application of AI
in industry, including questions of legal liability, applying AI to
fault diagnosis in industrial machinery, and recommending content
on e-commerce sites.
Top Research Clusters for Highly Cited and Top-Venue U.S. AI
Publications
Table 3A presents the AI research clusters with the highest
amount of highly cited U.S. AI publications from 2015 to 2019.
Table 3B presents the clusters with the largest number of U.S.
publications in top AI venues, filtered for clusters where the United
States published more top-venue publications than China over this
period.25
Table 3A. AI research clusters with the highest amount of highly cited U.S. AI
research, 2015-2019.
Number of
U.S. highly
cited AI
papers,
2015-2019

Number of
Chinese
highly cited
AI papers,
2015-2019

All highly cited
papers as a
share of the
cluster

Cluster ID

Description of cluster topic

1193

Natural language processing,
especially with transformer
architectures

402

103

45%

1609

Deep reinforcement learning

363

36

27%

4358

Societal impacts and fairness in AI
deployment, with focuses on social
networks and the criminal justice
system

326

11

35%

2381

AI robustness against adversarial
attacks

292

94

37%

1338

Generative adversarial networks for
image and video synthesis

273

172

27%

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.
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Table 3B. AI research clusters with the highest amount of top-venue U.S. AI
research, 2015-2019.
Number of
U.S. topvenue AI
papers,
2015-2019

Number of
Chinese topvenue
papers

All top-venue
publications as a
share of the
cluster

Cluster ID

Description of cluster topic

1193

Natural language processing,
especially with transformer
architectures

410

130

50%

1338

Generative adversarial networks for
image and video synthesis

277

136

25%

3527

Machine translation with neural
nets, particularly using transformer
and recurrent neural net
architectures

255

195

39%

1609

Deep reinforcement learning

244

60

21%

3446

Using point cloud representations
to recognize and model 3D objects
from 2D imagery

234

127

33%

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.

As with Table 2B, this list presents a small snapshot of overall AI
research. However, it represents a view into some topics that are
commonly addressed by highly cited U.S. AI publications. 26
One such topic is the development of novel deep-learning
architectures and training methods—including several areas that
have seen significant progress in recent years. Deep reinforcement
learning is used to train algorithms that make decisions in complex
domains, such as playing Go or driving cars. Generative adversarial
networks (GANs) are used to synthesize images and text, while
transformers are a promising new text synthesis architecture,
notably used in OpenAI’s GPT-2 and GPT-3. The innovations
involved in top U.S. clusters are generally used in the high-level AI
areas of reinforcement learning and natural language processing,
versus the focus on computer vision we see in China’s top clusters.
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Other top U.S. clusters discuss AI ethics and safety, including
fairness in AI decision-making and improving the robustness of AI
systems to adversarial attacks.
Widening the Aperture: The International Balance of Highly
Cited AI research
The United States and China Together Contribute Around 65
Percent of Highly Cited Research in AI Clusters27
AI competition is an international arena: the United States and
China are the most prominent publishers of highly cited AI
research, but are far from the only source of innovation. A more
representative accounting of the balance of AI innovation would
include other key sources of AI innovation, which tend to be U.S.
allies.
American Allies, Particularly the EU 27 and CANZUK Countries,
Also Publish a Significant Share of Highly Cited AI Research
Previous CSET research has found that Chinese and U.S. R&D
spending is comparable in purchasing power parity terms, but the
United States and its allies combined spend more than twice as
much on R&D as China does.28 Similarly, Figure 4 illustrates that
China is rapidly approaching the highly cited AI research output of
the United States, but the United States and its allies combined
generate far more highly cited AI research than China alone. In
2019, for example, China published 7,900 highly cited publications
in our AI research clusters, compared to 13,500 highly cited AI
publications with at least one affiliation from the United States, the
European Union, or Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the
United Kingdom (CANZUK). Coordination and collaboration with
allies will therefore be important to U.S. efforts to maintain an
edge in AI research, and in technological competition more
generally.
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Figure 4. The United States, the EU, and CANZUK all publish significant
amounts of highly cited AI research; taken together, they outpublish
China by a factor of two. However, China’s output is rapidly growing. 29

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.
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Conclusion
China has long been a major contributor of AI research by quantity.
We find that it is increasingly competitive with the United States in
high-quality output, as measured by both highly cited publications
and publications in top venues. Each metric of research output and
quality has limitations, but some general trends appear to hold
both across our analyses and in related work. 30 For many years,
Chinese researchers have published more publications in AI
research clusters than their counterparts in the United States, and
their output continues to grow in both quantity and quality. China
is approaching the United States’ share of the world’s high-quality
AI publications. The United States maintains a lead in top
conference publications, and U.S. research receives significantly
more international citations than Chinese work. A notable share of
both countries’ high-impact research comes from U.S.-Chinese
collaborations, which account for 21-24 percent of high-impact
U.S. publications and 24-36 percent of high-impact Chinese
publications.
Bibliometric analyses give us valuable insight into AI research
trends, but it is limited insight. Some research is not reflected in
our results. Many of the most impactful advances in AI are being
made in industry efforts, which are not fully reflected in the
bibliometric data. 31 Our data includes those industry projects that
are written up for publication in academic venues or as ArXiv
preprints; analyses of patent data could complement our
approach.32 Bibliometric data also necessarily excludes advances
that are not published in any form, such as classified government
projects or industry trade secrets. In addition, AI publications are
not interchangeable; further work could provide a deeper topiclevel analysis of high-impact research. Our survey of research
clusters in Tables 2 and 3 covers a relatively small portion of both
countries’ highly cited research, but suggests some points of
interest. At a high level, these clusters’ topics align with previous
research showing that China is particularly prolific in computer
vision, while the United States publishes a greater share of highly
cited research in other sub-areas of AI such as natural language
processing.33
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Research alone does not guarantee competitiveness: to develop
useful technologies, a country needs a healthy innovation
ecosystem. Highly cited publications show that a country houses
talented researchers, but this does not guarantee that their talents
or insights will be applied to practical ends. Conversely, states
with fewer top publications can still make use of the insights
available in published research. 34 International collaborations,
competitive tech companies, and inflows of talented immigrants
can enable a state to develop valuable AI applications regardless
of its publication output.
Indeed, while China is growing to rival or exceed the United
States’ publication counts in many areas of AI research, the United
States has a valuable resource in its policy and research ties with
other technologically sophisticated countries. Prior analyses have
shown that the United States and its allies tend to publish
significantly more international collaborations than China, and that
China’s rate of international collaborations is roughly flat while
other countries’ collaboration rate is growing. 35 We find that, in
combination with its allies in the CANZUK and EU-27 nations, the
United States far exceeds China’s output of highly cited AI
research.
Looking ahead, the United States and its allies will need to find a
course that preserves the benefits of international collaborations
and high-skilled immigration while guarding against adversarial
exploitation of these practices. Done poorly, research security
restrictions could severely hamper the United States and its allies.
A thoughtful, field-specific approach is necessary to make effective
use of the U.S. position in the international research ecosystem.36
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Appendix A: How Highly Cited and Top-Venue AI Papers
Are Distributed Across Research Clusters
CSET’s Map of Science contains 1,897 AI clusters. The 79,000
highly cited AI papers and 40,000 top-venue AI papers published
between 2015 and 2019 are not evenly distributed across these
clusters. Rather, most clusters contain few such papers, while a
few clusters contain hundreds of them. 37
Table A-1. Half of all AI research clusters contain fewer than 10 highly cited
papers; only 2 percent contain 300 or more such papers.
Number (%) of AI clusters with...
Publication type

0 such
papers

1-9 such
papers

10-99 such
papers

100-299
300 or more
such papers such papers

Highly cited AI
publications

289 (15%)

621 (33%)

784 (41%)

167 (9%)

36 (2%)

Chinese highly cited AI
publications

714 (38%)

711 (37%)

420 (22%)

46 (2%)

6 (0%)

U.S. highly cited AI
publications

621 (33%)

693 (37%)

532 (28%)

48 (3%)

3 (0%)

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.
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Table A-2. Almost three-quarters of all AI clusters contain fewer than 10 topvenue publications; only 5 percent contain 100 or more such publications.
Number (%) of AI clusters with...

Publication
type

1-9 such
0 such papers papers

10-99 such
papers

100-299 such 300 or more
papers
such papers

Top-venue AI
publications

706 (37%)

681 (36%)

420 (22%)

78 (4%)

12 (1%)

Chinese topvenue AI
publications

1194 (63%)

498 (26%)

186 (10%)

19 (1%)

0 (0%)

993 (52%)

557 (29%)

310 (16%)

36 (2%)

1 (0%)

U.S. top-venue
AI publications

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.

Nonetheless, because highly cited and top-venue publications are
spread out across many research clusters, the top few clusters
contain only a small portion of all high-impact publications. For
example, the five clusters in Table 2A contain only 8 percent of
highly cited Chinese AI publications. Collectively, the 16 unique
clusters in Tables 2 and 3 contain 15 percent of such publications.
However, as noted in Tables 2 and 3, highly cited and top-venue
papers make up an unusually large share of these clusters.
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Table A-3. The individual lists of top clusters we present in Tables 2A, 2B, 3A,
and 3B represent less than 10 percent of the relevant publications.
Collectively, the 16 unique clusters we present contain 11 to 16 percent of top
U.S. and Chinese publications, and 10 percent of top AI publications overall.

Publication type

Share of publications in this set
present in the top 5 relevant
clusters (e.g. share of highly cited Share of publications in this set
Chinese publications represented present in the 16 unique clusters
in Table 2A)
listed in Tables 2 and 3

Chinese highly cited
publications

8%

15%

Chinese top-venue
publications

8%

16%

U.S. highly cited
publications

6%

11%

U.S. top-venue
publications

6%

11%

All highly cited
publications in AI
clusters

N/A

10%

All top-venue
publications

N/A

10%

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated September 30, 2021.
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Appendix B: Overlap Between Highly Cited and TopVenue AI Papers
We identify 79,000 highly cited and 46,000 top-venue AI
publications published between 2015 and 2019. Most of our topvenue publications (34,000, or 74 percent) belong to the AI
research clusters that we used to identify highly cited AI
publications. Within these AI clusters, 16,000 publications are
both highly cited and published in top venues; this means that 47
percent of top-venue publications in AI clusters are highly cited,
much higher than the baseline rate of 13 percent of all AI
publications.38 Conversely, 20 percent of highly cited AI
publications were published in top venues, compared to 8 percent
of AI publications overall.
These ratios are similar when broken down by country: 56 percent
of Chinese top-venue publications were highly cited, and 19
percent of Chinese highly cited publications were published in top
venues. Similarly, 54 percent of U.S. top-venue publications were
highly cited, and 31 percent of U.S. highly cited publications were
published in top venues. The larger share of U.S. highly cited
publications that were published in top venues may reflect the
trend that U.S. publications are disproportionately likely to be
published in top venues; the U.S. share of top-venue papers is
higher than the country’s share of highly cited AI publications or of
AI publications overall.
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Appendix C: Distribution of 99th-Percentile AI
Publications
Readers may be curious whether the trends we observe still hold
when we consider a more restrictive set of highly cited
publications. To explore this question, we re-ran our data analyses
for AI publications in the top percentile of their research field. 39
These results are similar to our findings for 95th-percentile
publications above.
We noted in Figure 1 that China already exceeded the United
States’ AI publication count in 2005, reached parity with the
United States in top-quartile publications by 2010, and is now
reaching parity in 95th-percentile publications. In other words, we
see two trends: China is less competitive with the United States in
more highly cited subsets of research, but over time it is becoming
more competitive in all areas.40 Here, we see that this somewhat
nuanced observation extends to 99th-percentile AI publications:
China has not yet reached parity in this area, but its share of these
publications is approaching the U.S. share.
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Figure C-1. China publishes fewer 99th-percentile AI publications than
the United States, but the ratio of U.S. to Chinese publications is
decreasing over time. U.S.-Chinese collaborations accounted for
almost a third of China’s 99th-percentile AI publications in 2019.

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated November 3, 2021.

We also see that U.S.-Chinese collaborations continue to make up
an increasing share of Chinese publications as we filter for more
highly cited work. In 2019, these publications made up 10 percent
of all Chinese AI publications, 24 percent of 95th-percentile
Chinese publications, and 30 percent of 99th-percentile Chinese
publications.
In Figure C-2, we see that the United States, European Union, and
CANZUK combined publish twice as many 99th-percentile
publications as China; Figure 4 demonstrates roughly the same
ratio for 95th-percentile publications.
Unlike in our other analyses, we observe what may be a trend
change in 2019, with much lower growth than in previous years. 41
Similar analyses in the coming years will help us determine
whether 2019 was an aberration or the beginning of a slowdown
in 99th-percentile AI research.
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Figure C-2. The United States, the European Union, and CANZUK all publish
significant amounts of 99th-percentile AI research; taken together, they
outpublish China by a factor of two.

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated November 3, 2021.
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